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Non-destructive analytical determination of 

coated wood, paper and composite 

surfaces by combining AFM with 

spectroscopic methods

Abstract

The aim of this PhD thesis is the development of a non-destructive

analytical determination technique for coated wood, paper and

composites by combining Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) with

spectroscopic methods, especially infrared spectroscopy. These

methods allow to obtain information from different depths of the

samples. Using non-destructive methods it is questionable which

chemical and physical information (e.g. molecule structure, bonding,

rigidity, roughness) can be obtained. Hence, by obtaining signals at

different depths, different information can be gathered which allows a

description of samples-under-test at a macroscopic level. Different

coated wood, paper and composite samples with different numbers of

coating layers and coating material curing-grades will be examined and

their influence on the samples will be investigated through experimental

validation. Finally, a correlation of macroscopic properties between

current state-of-the-art destructive testing methods and the proposed

non-destructive method based on the gathered data will be investigated.

The work is conducted at the Wood K plus in St. Veit an der Glan

together with Graz University of Technology.
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Fig. 1: 2D AFM images of two

different standard samples with

defined depth and structure

Fig. 2: 2D and 3D AFM image of a 

coated particleboard surface

Fig. 3: cross-section under the

digital microscope + fotography


